Campus Activism: Vote, Vote, Vote

By: Claire Healy

For college students who need to send in an absentee ballot to vote, you can find your application for one and instructions here. Read about the important questions on the upcoming ballot here. For those debating voting: As a political science major, I have been trying to split my focus between what I am learning in class about politics and what is happening in the real political world all the time. It has been a weird (interesting) experience learning about politics while so much is happening in the political sphere every day. My professors bring it into classroom discussions and lectures... Continue Reading
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Amberly Lerner

Amberly is currently an Honors sophomore. She is double majoring in English and Communication, and is completing minors in Chinese and Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies. Writing in general is one of her favorite things in the world. Whenever she is not writing or studying, Amberly is probably watching/analyzing TV shows, baking, or goofing off with her brother, Ryan.

- Amberly's Answers: Do you ever get tired of people on such a populated campus like UMass?
- Amberly's Answers: Do You Feel at Home at College?
- Amberly's Answers: Would You Say You Are Still Adjusting?
- Amberly's Answer: Pros & Cons of Dorm Life
- Amberly's Answers: Would You Want College to be Shorter or Longer?
- Amberly's Answers: College is the Best Four Years of Your Life, Right? Not For Everybody
- Amberly's Answers: Reflecting on the "College Application Process"
- Amberly's Answers: What’re the Campus Vibes?

Claire Healy

Claire has a passion for writing and reading, and nearly any form of visual art. She listens to music more or less at all times of the day that she is not in class. Claire's
life goal is to travel the world, and work in investigative journalism and social work before pursuing a career in politics. Currently, she is taking Arabic and she is somewhat proficient in Spanish. On campus, Claire is a part of a couple clubs--she is an event coordinator for Sisters on the Runway and writes for the Daily Collegian.
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- Making a Difference on a College Campus

Zoe Cullen

Zoe Cullen is a Junior at CHC and is working towards a degree in journalism and a minor in English Literature. Aside from being a Communications Assistant for CHC and a full time student, Zoe enjoys reading, writing, and poetry in her spare time.
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Jessica Gindelsky

Jessica is a senior at the CHC this year. After transferring from the University of Connecticut, this is Jessica's third year here at UMass Amherst. She is an avid reader and likes all types of cheesecake. In addition to the work Jessica does as a
Communications Assistant for the Commonwealth Honors College here at UMass, she also is a member of several different clubs and organizations here on campus. When she's not in class or at work, Jessica likes to paint, watch cooking shows, and travel to new places.
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Anastasia Fegbeitel Finn

Anastasia is a driven Honors student majoring in Management with a focus on Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management at the Isenberg School of Management. She was born and raised in Germany and moved to the U.S. five years ago. Currently, she is a junior and works at the Learning Resource Center. After graduating with her BBA, she is planning on completing her MBA as well. One of her biggest passions is traveling. A while back she took a year off and traveled on her own to Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, and the west and east coast of the US to learn more about other cultures and widen her horizon. Check out her Instagram account “TravelTenderness” to see her beautiful travel photography. Anastasia enjoys being in nature and uses her free time to go on adventures to explore more of the area. On a typical Sunday, she cuddles her cat “Alibi,” and watches too many TED talks.
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Marie MacCune

Marie is a junior in Commonwealth Honors College studying political science and legal studies. She is an Assistant News Editor for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian where she enjoys covering stories on state and local politics. She also enjoys working on community service projects with the Political Science Honors Society Pi Sigma Alpha. Outside of the University, Marie has worked as an intern for the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office. After graduation, she plans to obtain her J.D. and use her legal expertise to make the judicial system more accessible and equitable for people regardless of income, gender, or race. When she’s not out looking for her next story, Marie spends as much time as she can reading on the beach back home.
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Emily is a senior Honors student studying Marketing in the Isenberg School of Management. Currently, she is an Isenberg Twitter Ambassador, Teaching Assistant for Fundamentals of Marketing, and Vice President of Marketing at the Isenberg Undergraduate Consulting Group. During her free time, Emily likes to drink tea and catch up on the latest episodes of Scandal, Downton Abbey, or Big Bang Theory. She also loves to craft and go on spontaneous adventures with friends. Feel free to contact her with any questions regarding a student’s perspective of CHC and UMass.
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Emily Esten

Emily is a Communications Assistant and member of the Commonwealth Honors College with an anticipated graduation in 2016. She is studying History and Digital Humanities through BDIC program. During her time at UMass Amherst, she has served as a research assistant within the UMass History department, participated in Team Mead, and interned at UMass Press, all the while exploring her interest in public history. Outside of the university, Emily has also interned for the Rhode Island Historical Society and the New Bedford Whaling Museum. In her spare time, Emily enjoys visiting museums large and small, as well as conquering her ever-growing to-read list.
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- #MyResearchStory, pt. 3/3: What's Next?
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- A Moral Voyage: The First Draft
- A Moral Voyage: Revisions, Revisions, Revisions
Zac Bears

Zac is a senior at the University. He is pursuing dual degrees in political science and economics. Zac is the Opinion & Editorial Editor of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, a copy editor, and a Collegian columnist with a column running every other week for the 2014-2015 school year. He has interned in the United States Senate for Senator John Kerry and at Rasky Baerlein Strategic Communications in Boston. Zac is a member of Commonwealth Honors College. He also enjoys National Public Radio, The Washington Post, The Economist, and The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.

- Jumping In: False Starts
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- A Real-World Journalism Education at the Daily Collegian
- A Year in the CHC Residential Community
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Avery Hennigar

Avery is a Communications Assistant and member of the Commonwealth Honors College with an anticipated graduation in 2015. She is studying Public Health and Psychology and is also pursuing a certificate in Civic Engagement and Public Service. In May of 2016, Avery will receive her Master of Public Health through an accelerated master's degree program on the community health education track. During her time at
UMass Amherst, she has been a research assistant in a clinical psychology lab, a teaching assistant in the public health department, and a member of the Citizen Scholars Program, where she is able to explore her passion for social justice and interest in service-learning. Avery has also been a legislative intern for Representative Ellen Story at the Massachusetts State House and an intern at MotherWoman, a nonprofit organization located in Hadley, MA. In her spare time, Avery loves spending time outdoors, cooking, and visiting Rao's Coffee.
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- **And I Remember the Sound**
- **Dobra Tea: A New Take on a Coffee Shop Experience**
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- **Continuing on my Research Journey**

**Brianna Bias**

Brianna is a senior at the University and a member of the Commonwealth Honors College. She is studying English and Communication, with particular interests in writing, video production/post-production, and interactive media. In addition to working as a Communications Assistant for the Honors College, she is a tutor in the Writing Center, as well as a performer at Six Flags New England. This year, she rose to the position of Co-President of the recently-established Knitting and Crocheting club, and looks forward to finally finishing the Firefly-inspired sweater she started last year. In her free time, Bri enjoys playing massively multiplayer online video games like Diablo 3, Starcraft 2, and a newfound favorite, League of Legends.

- **My #ResearchStory: My Metagame**
- **International Table Top Day**
- **Every Writer Needs a Reader**
- **An Internship Where Dreams Come True**
- **Making Narrative a Reality**
- **My 9 to 5 Adventure**
- **What's Your #ResearchStory?**
• **Darkness Falls Across the Land**

Michelle Wade

Michelle is a junior and member of Commonwealth Honors College and the College of Humanities and Fine Arts at UMass Amherst. She is originally from Walpole, Massachusetts, and she is double majoring in English and Spanish. In the past she has worked with the CHC Peer Ambassadors to help answer the questions of incoming first-year honor students. She currently works as a communications assistant and photographer at Commonwealth Honors College and is an active member of the CHC Student Advisory Board. Last summer she studied at Oxford University with the UMass Oxford Summer Seminar, and she is planning to get back to Europe this summer with the Spanish department’s trip to Salamanca. In between homework and events, Michelle loves to knit and read young adult fantasy literature. Michelle prides herself in her ability to find free stuff on campus.

• [Spring at UMass: Final Thesis Advice](#)
• [Presenting at the Undergraduate Research Conference](#)
• [Let's Talk about Social Justice](#)
• [STEMing the Tide: Reflections](#)
• [Capstone Part 6: Regrouping](#)
• [I Hope this Never Happens to You](#)
• [The Leaning Tower of Library Books](#)
• [Winter is Coming](#)
Leah is a senior member of Commonwealth Honors College and a member of the International Scholars Program with a Middle Eastern Studies major, and Political Science and Spanish minors. She works as a Communications Assistant at CHC and is part of the International Buddies Program through the International Programs Office. Leah enjoys traveling (she has studied abroad in Lima, Peru and London, England, and travelled to Italy, Morocco, the Czech Republic, Israel, and France), photography, going to the movies at least once a week, and has gotten pretty good at cutting her own bangs.
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